
After an incredible season ending ranked first in 
New England, Team 2168, the Aluminum Falcons,
wanted to go out on a high note. After competition

season, Worcester Polytechnic Institute hosts one of the
most exciting off season events in New England, 
Battlecry. Our team had a three year winning streak
a couple years back, and this year we were hoping toa couple years back, and this year we were hoping to
gain our title back. But the off season is a time of heading
back to normal life, the focus taken off of robotics, 
and only one mentor had signed up to go to Battlecry,
and even he wasn’t expected to attend until late into the
second day of competition. This meant that the student

body was going to have to take charge and
use what we had learned from the mentorsuse what we had learned from the mentors
to lead us to victory. After hundreds of hours of
competition, you could say our robot was a little
battle weary and beat-up. Before each match,

our electrical lead and operator frantically checked
control systems to ensure nothing would go wrong
during a match. We arrived at each match with only
seconds to spare, hot-gluing parts together as theseconds to spare, hot-gluing parts together as the
robot was being placed on the field. Somehow,
despite multiple breakdowns mid-match

and driver logs that were telling us our robot was
somehow failing in matches we had succeeded in, we
managed to rank second. We were partnered with
Team 195 as part of the 1st ranked alliance and were
confident as we entered the elimination rounds;confident as we entered the elimination rounds;

195 were our partners during our New England District
Championships win. New England is one of the 

strongest districts in First Robotics and unfortunately
we chose the wrong strategy and lost during the 

quarterfinal round, but it definitely did not take away from
the experience gained and overall fun of the competition.
With the late night frisbee games and the team tripsWith the late night frisbee games and the team trips

to get some froyo, it was an experience we will never forget.
It is the combination of the competition and spending
time with our second family that keeps us together and
has developed us into the strong team we are. 

Battlecry @
W PI

New  England
Championships

In 2017, we came out of New England
District Championships with our second
consecutive blue banner at the event
following 2016. After some difficulty
in the first few matches, our team was
able to bounce back and come out of
qualifications ranked 1st. qualifications ranked 1st. We picked the
3rd ranked team, 195, the Cyberknights,
who had picked us the year before, and
1073, the Force Team, who were ranked 
4th. Quarterfinals went by quickly

(although we set the world record for a
match along the way), but the alliance hit
a snag in semifinals when 195a snag in semifinals when 195’s ball-

shooting turret broke and a timeout had to
be taken to fix it. Luckily for us, each team
came together to help 195 fix their bot,

getting us through to the finals. In the finals,
we were face to face with 3719, our literal
neighbor from just over the bridge

connecting Groton to New London. Ourconnecting Groton to New London. Our
team is close friends with 3719, and as it
was their first time in the finals, we hoped
the best for them while also putting up a
large fight. We swept the finals, playing
two matches with scores of 511 and 510
respectively. It was  a shock for our team
after entering the team with a two bannerafter entering the team with a two banner
goal and then not only winning 3 district
events, but winning district championships
as well. We also were able to collect our 8th
innovation in controls award, bringing us 2
away from having the most in the world.
This event was a huge success for our team
and we would be able to accomplish this muchand we would be able to accomplish this much
without the help of our sponsors, parents, 
boosters, students, and mentors. 

The Indiana Robotics Invitational
(IRI) is the most prestigious off-
season event in FIRST and Team
2168, The Aluminum Falcons,
were lucky enough to be invited
and compete there. After a
fourteen hour drive, we rankedfourteen hour drive, we ranked
25th out of the top 68 teams in
the world. The top 8 teams then
pick 3 other teams to play with
them in the elimination rounds.
2168 was picked by the sixth
alliance, captained by Team
125, the Neutrons. Our other125, the Neutrons. Our other
alliance partners for eliminations
were 2481, Roboteers, and 365,
Miracle Workerz. We were

unfortunately defeated in quarterfinals
to the third alliance of 1619, Up-A-

Creek Robotics, 195, the
Cyberknights, 2590, Nemesis,Cyberknights, 2590, Nemesis,

and 1710, The Ravonics Revolution,
who went on to win the entire 

competition. 

2168 At The
Indiana
Robotics

Invitational

“Pilots! Prepare for flight! Three! Two! One! GO!” The announcer started the game and I was standing
in the middle of a hexagonal airship with another team’s pilot.  My duty was to pull up gears used to
turn the 4 Rotors of the Airship. The first 15 seconds of the match are Autonomous and some of the
most stressful moments in that all six robots on the field are using pre-programmed commands to
deliver gears and get bonus points. Autonomous is followed by Tele-op where team drivers control
their robots until the game ends.  The last 30 seconds include an Endgame challenge that requires
the robots to climb onto thethe robots to climb onto the Airship for lift off. An air horn blares to start Tele-op Rotor 1 is spinning and
we quickly get Rotor 2 spinning with two gears and take the lead, our alliance cheers!  We continue to
pull gears until we get Rotor 3 spinning and another loud cheer from the alliance is heard! The three
teams on the opposing alliance were working just as hard and with a minute remaining, our drive coach
makes the call to go for the fourth Rotor and the additional ranking point which requires six additional 
gears. The Endgame warning sounds at 30 seconds and still needing 2 more gears for Rotor 4, we divert 
to drop  three robot climbing ropes, pull up the last two gears, and spin the final rototo drop  three robot climbing ropes, pull up the last two gears, and spin the final rotor. I dropped the first 
two ropes quickly and 2168 drives up with another gear, our alliance partner does the same, the third 
rope is dropped and our alliance completes the climb to maximize Endgame points and it looks like a win 
until our alliance started yelling ROTOR! ROTOR! And I realized we didn’t get the 4th Rotor spinning!  
With four seconds left I dove for the handle and spun it as fast as I could. There was one second left the
rotor spun and the celebratory cheer was heard.  2168 qualified #3 on the Tesla field of 75 teams and
were eliminated in the quarterfinals but the bottom line is that FIRSwere eliminated in the quarterfinals but the bottom line is that FIRST Robotics is “more than robots”, it is
a fun and challenging way to develop critical thinking skills, compete with gracious professionalism and to

develop leaders of tomorrow.
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